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The estimation of spatially-resolved fields e.g., permeability fields in aquifers or CO2
fluxes in the biosphere, from limited observations, are required for many scientific or
engineering analyses. These fields are generally represented on a grid whose spatial
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We present a sparse reconstruction scheme that can also be used to ensure nonnegativity when fitting wavelet-based random field models to limited observations in
non-rectangular geometries. The method is relevant when multiresolution fields are
estimated using linear inverse problems. Examples include the estimation of emission
fields for many anthropogenic pollutants using atmospheric inversion or hydraulic conductivity in aquifers from flow measurements. The scheme is based on three new developments. Firstly, we extend an existing sparse reconstruction method, Stagewise Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (StOMP), to incorporate prior information on the target field.
Secondly, we develop an iterative method that uses StOMP to impose non-negativity
on the estimated field. Finally, we devise a method, based on compressive sensing, to
limit the estimated field within an irregularly shaped domain.
We demonstrate the method on the estimation of fossil-fuel CO2 (ffCO2 ) emissions
in the lower 48 states of the US. The application uses a recently developed multiresolution random field model and synthetic observations of ffCO2 concentrations from
a limited set of measurement sites. We find that our method for limiting the estimated
field within an irregularly shaped region is about a factor of 10 faster than conventional
approaches. It also reduces the overall computational cost by a factor of two. Further,
the sparse reconstruction scheme imposes non-negativity without introducing strong
nonlinearities, such as those introduced by employing log-transformed fields, and thus
reaps the benefits of simplicity and computational speed that are characteristic of linear
inverse problems.
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resolution is dictated by the analyses. The observations are usually too scarce to allow
the estimation of the field’s values in each grid-cell independently. If the field is known to
be smooth, one can impose a spatial correlation between the grid-cells (e.g., model the
field as a realization from a multivariate Gaussian distribution) and reduce the “effective dimensionality” of the estimation problem so that the limited observations suffice.
In contrast, if the field is complex i.e., non-smooth or non-stationary (in the statistical
sense, implying different characteristic length-scales at different locations), an alternative parameterization is required. The parameterization has to be low-dimensional i.e.,
have few independent parameters, so that they can be estimated from limited observations.
The construction of the spatial parameterization for complex fields poses a stiff challenge. The parameterization is usually problem-dependent and sometimes based on
heuristics. One may use an easily observed covariate of the field being estimated to
construct such a model; for example, see Ray et al. (2014) for a description on how
images of lights at night were used to create a spatial parameterization for fossil-fuel
CO2 (ffCO2 ) emissions. However, one is never quite sure if the resultant parameterization is too simple or too complex. In the former case, the estimates will be needlessly
inaccurate. In the latter case, one may not obtain a unique solution or the estimates
may reproduce the noise in the observations (overfitting). Further, if the quality of the
observations changes with time, then, ideally, a different parameterization is required
for each time instant. In practice, the simplest model that can be used with all the
observations is employed. This degrades estimation accuracy.
Sparse reconstruction methods can allow one to circumvent these problem which
arise from the dimensionality of spatial parameterization (also called the random field
model). Sparse reconstruction methods such as Matching Pursuit (MP; Mallat and
Zhang, 1993), Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP; Tropp and Gilbert, 2007) and Stagewise OMP (StOMP; Donoho et al., 2012) are optimization methods that are used to fit
high-dimensional models to limited observations. Unlike other optimization methods,
these methods enforce sparsity i.e., they identify the model parameters that are not
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informed by the observations and set them to zero. This is accomplished by augmenting the objective function (usually a `2 norm of the data - model discrepancy or residuals) with a penalty formulated as a `1 norm over the parameters being estimated.
The parameters that do not impact the residual appreciably are quickly driven to zero
to minimize the `1 penalty. This allows one to dispense with the offline construction
of a spatial parameterization and postulate a general, high-dimensional random field
model instead; thereafter, the optimization method simplifies (reduce the dimensionality of) the random field model in a data-driven manner. In case of observations with
time-variant quality, sparse reconstruction methods have the potential to be particularly
useful.
Our interest in sparse reconstruction methods arises from a need to develop accurate spatially-resolved estimates of ffCO2 emissions. These estimates are used to assess regional contributions to greenhouse gas emissions and to drive climate change
simulations (Andres et al., 2012). Currently, spatially-resolved estimates of ffCO2 emissions are typically derived from national-level emissions inventories, and are mapped
spatially using population density or some other proxy of human activity; examples
of such spatially-resolved inventories are described in Gurney et al. (2009); Olivier
et al. (2005); Rayner et al. (2010); Oda and Maksyutov (2011). Their shortcomings
arise from errors in national/provincial reporting and the choice of the proxy used in
spatial disaggregation (Andres et al., 2012). Recently, the possibility of using atmospheric observations to constrain fossil fuel emissions, and thereby improve inventories, has been explored (Pacala et al., 2010). Such applications involve the solution of
an inverse problem driven by ffCO2 concentration measurements (Rayner et al., 2010).
ffCO2 emissions for individual urban domes have estimated using atmospheric measurements (Turnbull et al., 2011; McKain et al., 2012; Kort et al., 2012) i.e., without
solving an inverse problem, but existing methods do not offer a scalable approach to
updating entire inventories in this manner.
As a step towards enabling such applications, we constructed a wavelet-based spatial parameterization, called the Multiscale Random Field (MsRF; Ray et al., 2014),
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to represent ffCO2 emission fields. The MsRF was used to model ffCO2 emissions in
the lower 48 states of the US at 1◦ × 1◦ spatial resolution. It has O(103 ) independent
model parameters, and due to its high dimensionality, cannot be used directly given
realistic in situ observational limitations. However, a data-driven dimensionality reduction of the MsRF model, using a sparse reconstruction method, could help to constrain
the inverse problem and make it possible to capture coarse spatial patterns of ffCO2
emissions (and, perhaps, finer details in the vicinity of the sensors), conditioned on
atmospheric measurements.
The use of sparse reconstruction methods poses certain methodological challenges.
Firstly, these reconstruction methods do not provide a mechanism for imposing nonnegativity, which is a requirement when estimating fields like ffCO2 emissions. Secondly, sparse reconstruction methods have, to date, been used with wavelet-based
random field models which can only model rectangular domains; in contrast, the geometry of ffCO2 emission fields are decided by geographical or political boundaries.
Finally, sparse reconstruction methods do not provide a simple mechanism to incorporate prior information or guesses of the field being estimated, a common technique to
ensure a unique solution to an inverse problem. This is because methods such as OMP
and StOMP were largely developed for the reconstruction of compressively sensed images (Candes and Wakin, 2008) where prior information is weak. In contrast, inventories being updated can serve as very informative priors and reconstruction methods
could profitably use them.
Our previous work (Ray et al., 2014) focused on a spatial parameterization for estimating ffCO2 emission fields via atmospheric inversion. In this paper, we describe
the methodological innovations in sparse reconstruction techniques that allowed us to
perform the inversion, despite the high-dimensionality of the parameterization. These
innovations result in an extension of StOMP which can address the peculiarities of
reconstructing an emission field. The StOMP extension will be demonstrated in a topdown inversion, using synthetic observations generated from a known, “ground-truth”
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3. Imposition of non-negativity: The estimation of CO2 fluxes (including ffCO2 emissions) is posed as a linear inverse problem (see Sect. 2). Non-negativity of ffCO2
emissions can be enforced by log-transforming the field, but converts the problem
into a nonlinear one, requiring computationally expensive, iterative sparse reconstruction methods, like the one developed in Li and Jafarpour (2010). We develop
a simple, iterative post-processing method to enforce non-negativity on the estimated ffCO2 emissions. The non-negativity enforcement mechanism uses StOMP
but does not use the MsRF model. The imposition of non-negativity in a sparse
reconstruction setting has never been been explored before; for example, in Hirst
5628
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2. Estimating fields in irregularly shaped regions: The MsRF model, being based
on wavelets, can only model fields in rectangular domains, whereas our emission field is distributed over an irregular region R, the lower 48 states of the US.
We demonstrate how this geometrical constraint can be imposed efficiently using random projections, a technique that underlies much of compressive sensing.
The reconstruction of fields in non-rectangular geometries has no parallel in the
compressive sensing of images and the method discussed in this paper is the first
of its kind.
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Note, that the term “prior model” or “prior information” is used somewhat loosely
here since our method is not strictly Bayesian. However, f pr serves a similar function by providing regularization in the inverse problem.
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1. Incorporation of a prior model of ffCO2 emissions: We demonstrate a novel and
simple method to introduce prior information on ffCO2 emission fields (in the form
of an approximate field f pr ) into StOMP. Currently, sparse reconstruction methods
employ no other prior information beyond the phenomenological observation that
most fields can be represented quite accurately with a sparse set of judiciously
chosen wavelet bases (Candès and Romberg, 2007).
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emission field so that we may examine the accuracy of the estimation technique. The
novel algorithmic developments addressed in this paper are:
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In this section, we review techniques used to estimate CO2 fluxes, compressive sensing, and the use of sparse reconstruction in inverse problems.
Estimation of CO2 fluxes: Let the vector f be the CO2 flux defined on a grid. The
transport of CO2 is modeled as that of a passive scalar, i.e. the concentration of CO2
5629
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In this study, we demonstrate our method on the estimation of ffCO2 emissions in R
at 1◦ × 1◦ resolution. Emission fields are averaged over 8 days, and estimated over
360 days i.e., we estimate 360/8 = 45 fields. ffCO2 emission from the Vulcan inventory (http://vulcan.project.asu.edu/index.php; Gurney et al., 2009), serve as the
obs
“ground-truth”, to generate the synthetic or pseudo-observations y
of time-variant
◦
ffCO2 concentrations. (The Vulcan inventory provides hourly ffCO2 emissions at 0.1
resolution for the lower 48 states of the US.) The prior model f pr will be constructed
using the Emission Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR, http://edgar.
◦
jrc.ec.europa.eu; Olivier et al., 2005), which provides a single emission field at 1 resolution for 2005. These choices were driven solely by the easy availability of data.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we review sparse reconstruction techniques, their use with wavelet models of fields and the tenets of compressive sensing that establish the necessary conditions for successful sparse reconstructions. In
Sect. 3, we pose the inverse problem and describe the numerical method used to
solve it. Three formulations, differing in the manner in which they incorporate f pr are
examined. In Sect. 4 we perform inversion tests with synthetic data to select the best
formulation. We also explain, using the properties required for sparse reconstruction,
why the selected formulation performed better than the others. The efficacy of limiting
the estimated field within R using random projections is also investigated. Conclusions
are in Sect. 5.
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et al. (2013), the non-negativity constraint was not applied to CH4 emissions from
landfills.
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where Re is a diagonal matrix with the data – model variances and includes many
sources of errors including measurement errors, aggregation errors and transport
model inaccuracies. Methods to solve this linear inverse problem are reviewed in Ciais
et al. (2010). A comparison of biogenic CO2 fluxes and ffCO2 emissions (Fig. 1 in Ray
et al., 2014) shows that ffCO2 are multiscale in nature and a multivariate Gaussian field
approximation of (f − f pr ) is unlikely to be accurate. This motivated us to construct the
MsRF model for ffCO2 emission fields (Ray et al., 2014). The solution of an inverse
problem using MsRF requires the use of a sparse reconstruction method that, to date,
have been commonly used in the reconstruction of compressively sensed images.
Compressive sensing of images: Compressive sensing (Romberg, 2008; Candes
and Wakin, 2008) is a very efficient means of representing images using wavelets.
Wavelets are a family of orthogonal bases with compact support that are routinely
used to model complex fields, including ffCO2 emissions (Ray et al., 2014). Compressive sensing (CS) is based on two key tenets: compressible representation and
5630
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due to f at an arbitrary set of sites, is given by y = Hf. The matrix H contains the sensitivity of measurements to a CO2 source in each grid-cell and is computed using an
atmospheric transport model such as the Stochastic Time-Inverted Lagrangian Transport Model (STILT; Lin et al., 2003). In an atmospheric inversion, CO2 concentration
y obs are measured at a limited set of locations, usually a set of measurement towers
(as in our case) or as column-averaged satellite soundings. The measurements are too
few or too uninformative to estimate f, with each grid-cell treated independently. In case
of biospheric fluxes, a prior flux f pr can be obtained from a biogeochemical processbased model such as CASA (Carnegie-Ames-Stanford Approach; Potter et al., 1993).
The discrepancy (f − f pr ) is usually modeled as a multivariate Gaussian field with covariance Q, and the estimation of f is typically performed by minimizing the objective
function
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where Ai j are elements of A. Each row of Ψ is normalized to a unit vector. A small mutual coherence (i.e., incoherence of Ψ and Φ) ensures that all projections of Φ on the
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where the rows of the sampling matrix Ψ consist of the random vectors ψ j , the columns
of Φ consist of the orthonormal basis vectors (the wavelets) φi and w are the weights
(or coefficients) of the wavelets. Φ is a N × N matrix while Ψ is Nm × N. The bulk of
the theory was established in Candes and Tao (2006); Donoho (2006); Candes et al.
(2006) and Baraniuk et al. (2008).
0
In order that one may recover the original image g from g using sparse reconstruction, Ψ and Φ must satisfy incoherence and a restricted isometry property (Candes
and Wakin, 2008). Incoherence implies that no row ψk in Ψ is co-aligned with column
φl in Φ and thus collects information on all bases. It is ensured by choosing some well
known wavelets bases (e.g., Haars, Daubechies 4 and 8 etc.) for Φ and random vectors for Ψ (Tsaig and Donoho, 2006; Coifman et al., 2001). This is formally quantified
by the mutual coherence µ(Ψ, Φ) of Ψ and Φ:
p
p
µ(Ψ, Φ) = N max | < ψk , φl > | = N max(|Ai j |),
(3)
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encoding via random projections. CS assumes that an image, projected onto a suitable wavelet basis set, will yield wavelet weights (represented by a vector w ) that are
mostly very small (i.e., a compressible representation) and can be set to zero. Removing the “small” wavelets results in a sparse approximation of the image. Encoding
via random projections is more involved and determines the necessary conditions for
successful sampling. Random encoding is central to our method for applying boundary
conditions, viz. limiting ffCO2 emissions within complex, non-rectangular boundaries.
Consider an image g of size N, that can be represented sparsely using L  N
wavelets. Random encoding, as used in CS, asserts that the image may be sampled
by projecting it onto a set of random vectors ψ j , to obtain compressive measurements
g0 , of size Nm , L < Nm  N:
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This optimization problem can be solved using methods like MP, OMP and StOMP.
Bayesian equivalents also exist (Ji et al., 2008; Babacan et al., 2010), where Laplace
priors are used to enforce sparseness in the inferred w . Algorithms based on convex
optimization that serve the same purpose are reviewed in Jafarpour (2013). All these
algorithms are general and do not exploit any particular structure in g except sparsity.
However, one may also create a prior model for wavelet distributions e.g., by using
a database of similar images, for higher quality reconstructions (Duarte et al., 2005; La
and Do, 2005; Baraniuk et al., 2010; He and Carin, 2009). In order to do so, sparse
reconstruction methods have to be modified to incorporate prior information.
Sparsity is sometimes used to solve inverse problems in physics, with the Ψ operator representing the physical process. Most of these inverse problems have been
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rows of Ψ are of moderate magnitude (O(10 ) − O(10 )). A small mutual coherence
aids accurate reconstruction. The restricted isometry property (RIP) is a condition imposed on A which ensures that w can be recovered from g0 uniquely without the use of
priors (except sparsity). We did not pursue this thread since the use of a prior – making
the inventory that supplies f pr consistent with observations – is the motivation behind
this investigation.
Sparse reconstruction of images from compressive measurements: The aims of reconstruction in CS are to (1) recover the sparsity pattern (alternatively, identify the
components of w that can be estimated from g0 ) and (2) estimate those elements of
w that are informed by g0 while setting the rest to zero. The former can be realized
by minimizing the `0 norm of w while the latter is typically achieved by minimizing the
`2 norm of the measurement - model discrepancy. However, an objective function that
contains a `0 norm is discontinuous, and consequently `0 is replaced by an `1 norm,
which is more tractable (Donoho et al., 2012). Thus the optimization problem is posed
as:
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Ray et al. (2014) developed a Multiscale Random Field model (the MsRF model) for
ffCO2 emissions in the US. The MsRF model allows ffCO2 emissions to be represented
as f = Φw , where Φ is a collection of Haar wavelets. Consequently, the observational
obs
2
term in Eq. (1) can be written as ||y − HΦw ||2 . Comparing with Eq. (2), we see that
the transport model H serves as the sampling matrix Ψ. Since we seek to estimate the
obs
wavelet weights w from y , an optimization problem like Eq. (4) could be posed with
the constraint ||y obs − Aw ||2 < 2 , A = HΦ. In order to solve this problem via sparse
reconstruction, one requires that H and Φ be incoherent. As we will show in Sect. 4.2,
the incoherence requirement is not met, and sparsity (solely) is not sufficient to solve
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in the estimation of log-transformed permeability fields (Li and Jafarpour, 2010; Jafarpour, 2013), seismic tomography (Loris et al., 2007; Simons et al., 2011; Gholami and
Siahkoohi, 2010) and estimation of point and distributed emissions (Hirst et al., 2013;
Martinez-Camara et al., 2013). A more detailed review of the sparse reconstruction
methods can be found in our previous paper (Ray et al., 2014). Most of these inverse
problems involved nonlinear models, i.e. y = a(w ), rather than y = Aw , for which incoherence (and RIP) are not well-defined and consequently were not investigated.
To summarize, sparse reconstruction techniques and wavelet-based random field
models have been used in nonlinear inverse problems. In contrast, the problem of CO2
flux estimation (both biospheric and fossil-fuel) is linear, raising the possibilities that (1)
the same approach may offer a solution to the ffCO2 estimation problem and (2) mutual
incoherence may offer analytical insight into the quality of observations and uniqueness
of solutions. We build on the principles of compressive sensing and sparse reconstruction methods to design an inversion scheme for ffCO2 emission fields. In particular,
we show (using coherence metrics) why the use of f pr was necessary. We also show
the degree of computational saving achieved when we use random projections to limit
ffCO2 emissions within R.
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We employ two prior models in our work – the MsRF model for ffCO2 emissions and
a time-invariant approximation of ffCO2 emissions f pr . The MsRF is a collection of
wavelets and models emissions in the logically rectangular domain given by the corners
◦
◦
◦
◦
(24.5 N, 63.5 W) and (87.5 N, 126.5 W). The MsRF discretizes the domain using
M
M
a dyadic 2 × 2 mesh. Haar wavelets are defined on all M levels of this dyadic grid,
but not all of them are retained in the MsRF. Wavelets constituting the MsRF model are
chosen using radiance-calibrated images of lights at night (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/
dmsp/download_radcal.html; Cinzano et al., 2000), which serve as a proxy for human
activity and thus capture the spatial patterns of ffCO2 emissions. The emission field is
allowed to assume non-zero values only within R, the lower 48 states of the US. We
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where H is the sensitivity matrix obtained from an atmospheric transport model (see
obs
Sect. 2),  is the measurement error and y
is a vector of time-variant measurements
collected at Ns measurement towers. Each tower collects Ks measurements over the
K time-periods, i.e. y obs is a vector Ks Ns long. The H matrix is (Ks Ns ) × (NR K ).
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the problem accurately (as tested in Sect. 4.1). Consequently we modify StOMP to
incorporate a prior emission field f pr . We also adapt it to accommodate fields defined
over irregularly shaped domains as well as to ensure non-negativity of the estimated
field.
Let f be a time-variant, non-negative field defined in an irregular region R, gridded
with NR grid-cells. In our case f models ffCO2 emission fields. The field is averaged
over a time-period T and covers K time-periods, i.e. it is a vector NR K long. f drives
a linear model of observations of ffCO2 concentrations:
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M X
X

ws,i ,j ,k φs,i ,j ,

{s, i , j } ∈ W (s) = Φw k .

(6)

s=1 i ,j
(s)

l ,i ,j
10

R

R

l ,i ,j

Equation (7) implies that c is calculated such that both f V and f pr provide the same
15

20

Posing and solving the inverse problem

|

We seek emissions over an entire year (360 days), i.e., we seek F = {f 1 , f 2 , . . . f K } =
0
0
{Φw 1 , Φw 2 , . . . Φw K } = Φ̃w . F models the field in R∪R , where R models the region
5635
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value for the total emissions in R. f V in our case is the annually-averaged 2005 emission field obtained from EDGAR. The details of how the MsRF and f pr were constructed
are in Ray et al. (2014). f pr differs from the “ground-truth” (Vulcan emissions aggregated
over the lower 48 states) by 5–25 % (see Fig. 9 in Ray et al., 2014).
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X(s) is used to calculate a time-invariant prior model for ffCO2 emissions as f pr = cX(s) .
c is computed such that


Z
Z
Z
X
0
f V dA = f pr dA = c w(X
φ0 +
w(X ),s,i ,j φl ,i ,j  dA, {l , i , j } ∈ W (s) .
(7)
)
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(s)

MsRF provides a sparse representation of the radiances X :
X
0
0
φ
+
w(X ),s,i ,j φl ,i ,j , {l , i , j } ∈ W (s) .
X(s) = w(X
)
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where W contains the L wavelets that constitute the MsRF model. L is a fraction of
M
M
M
the 4 wavelets that can be supported by a 2 × 2 mesh.
The MsRF is also the starting point for developing the second prior model f pr . The
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denote the field during the kth time-period as f k and model it as
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In this equation, G is akin to A in Eq. (2). The left hand side Y is approximately equal to
obs
Gw since the observations y
contain measurement errors that cannot be modeled
with H.
The case where R 0 contains non-zero emissions requires the use of boundary fluxes
and is discussed in Ray et al. (2014).
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where Φ̃R and Φ̃R0 are (NR K ) × (LK ) and (NR0 K ) × (LK ) matrices, respectively. Here
0
NR0 is the number of grid-cells in R . The modeled concentrations at the measurement
towers, caused by FR , can be written as y = HFR . For arbitrary w , FR0 (the emissions
in R0 ) are not zero and FR0 = 0 will have to be imposed as a constraint in the inverse
problem.
Specifying the constraint in individual grid-cells is not very efficient since it leads
to NR0 K constraints. This can get very large in a global inversion at high spatial resolutions. Instead, we adapt an approach from compressive sensing to enforce this
constraint approximately. Consider a Mcs × (NR0 K ) matrix R, whose rows are direction
cosines of random points on the surface of NR0 K -dimensional unit sphere. This matrix
is called a uniform spherical ensemble (Tsaig and Donoho, 2006). The Mcs projections
of the emission field FR0 on R i.e., RFR0 compressively samples FR0 and setting them
to zero during inversion allows us to enforce zero emissions outside R. In Sect. 4.3,
we will investigate the degree of computational saving afforded by imposing the FR0 = 0
constraint in this manner. The problem is now modeled as:
 obs  

H Φ̃R
y
Y=
≈
w = Gw .
(8)
0
R Φ̃R0

|
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outside R (but inside the rectangular domain modeled by the MsRF) with zero ffCO2
emissions. We separate out the fluxes in R and R0 by permuting the rows of Φ̃
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(9)
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(s)

where w = {ws,i ,j /(c w(X ),s,i ,j )}, {s, i , j } ∈ W is the normalized set of wavelet coeffi0
0
cients, Φ̃R = Φ̃R diag(w (X ) ) and Φ̃R0 = Φ̃R0 diag(w (X ) ).

|

25

, where c is obtained from Eq. (7).

Approach C: The incorporation of the spatial patterns in f pr into the estimation procedure can be performed in an alternative manner. We note that w (X ) can be used to
normalize w . We rewrite Eq. (8) as

0 
H Φ̃R
−1
0 0
w 0,
(10)
Y ≈ G diag(w (X ) ) diag(w (X ) )w = G w =
R Φ̃0R0
0
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w (X ) . Here, w (X ) =
Simplifying, we get

(s)
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0
c{w(X
) , w(X ),s,i ,j },
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The wavelet coefficients w in Eq. (8) are not normalized and usually display a large
range of magnitudes. The wavelets in W (s) at finer scales, i.e. those with a small
support, tend to have coefficients with a large magnitude. Their small support cause
the fine-scale wavelets to impact only neighboring measurement towers. In contrast,
wavelets at the coarser scales have large “footprints” that span multiple measurement
obs
locations. Total emissions in R, as well as y , are very sensitive to their coefficients.
Solving Eq. (8) as-is incorporates no information from f pr beyond the selection of
wavelets to be included in Φ̃. We explore the incorporation of f pr in the estimation
of w using three different approaches:
Approach A: This is the baseline approach and solves Eq. (8) as-is. The lack of
normalization of w , in conjunction with the sparse reconstruction procedure described
below, leads to artifacts that will be described in Sect. 4.1.
Approach B: In this formulation, we include f pr as a “prior”. We write the emissions
as F = f pr + ∆F. Substituting into Eq. (8), we get Y ≈ Hf pr + G∆w , where ∆w = w −
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Υ ≈ Γζ.
5

obs

minimize
ζ ∈RN

(12)

Enforcing non-negativity on FR

Discussion Paper
|
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Estimates of w calculated by StOMP do not necessarily provide FR = Φ̃R w that are
non-negative. In practice, negative values of FR occur in only a few grid-cells and are
usually small in magnitude. A large fraction of elements of w are set to zero by StOMP.
Having identified the sparsity pattern, i.e., the spatial scales that can be estimated from
y obs , we devise an iterative procedure for enforcing non-negativity on FR . We discard
FR0 and manipulate the field (the emissions) in R directly, rather than via the wavelet
coefficients.
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||Υ − Γζ||22 < 2 .

We solve Eq. (12) using StOMP. ||ζ||1 is minimized by setting as many elements of ζ to
zero as possible, thus enforcing sparsity. Meanwhile, the constraint ||Υ − Γζ||2 ensures
that the solutions being proposed by the optimization procedure provide a good reproduction of the observations. Note ζ contains only the wavelets in W (s) . The StOMP
algorithm is detailed in Donoho et al. (2012).
We will refer to this step in the estimation procedure as Step I.
3.3

20

subject to

GMDD

|

15

||ζ||1 ,

Discussion Paper

Since y
is obtained from a set of locations sited with an eye towards biospheric
CO2 fluxes (see Ray et al., 2013) it is unlikely that it will allow the estimation of all the
elements of ζ. Further, a priori, we do not know the identity of these “un-estimateable”
elements and so we use sparse reconstruction to find and compute them. Equation (11)
is recast similar to Eq. (4):
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In all the three cases, we obtain an underdetermined set of linear equations of the
form
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||y

obs

− HE||2

||y obs ||2

(13)

E(m) = diag(exp(ξ1 ), exp(ξ2 ), . . . , exp(ξQ ))E(m−1)
≈ diag(1 + ξ1 , 1 + ξ2 , . . . , 1 + ξQ )E(m−1)
= E(m−1) + ∆E(m−1) , where ∆E(m−1) = ξ T E(m−1) .

10

Since the field must satisfy y

obs

(m)

≈ HE

Discussion Paper

E is constructed iteratively through a sequence E1 , E2 , . . .. E0 is initialized by using the
absolute values of FR calculated by solving Eq. (12). At each iteration m, we seek
a correction ξ = {ξi }, i = 1 . . . Q, where |ξi | ≤ 1, such that

|
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≤ 3 .
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We seek the non-negative vector E = {Ei }, i = 1 . . . Q, Q = (NR K ) such that
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(m−1)

= Ei

exp(ξi ),

(15)

to obtain E(m) . The convergence requirement in Eq. (13) is checked with E(m) , and if
not met, the iteration count is updated m := m + 1 and Eq. (14) is solved again.
We will refer to this step in the estimation procedure as Step II.
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(m)

|

This is an underconstrained problem, and we seek the sparsest set of updates ∆E(m−1)
using StOMP. The corrections are calculated, and the field updated as




(m−1)
(m−1)
∆Ei
∆Ei
,
 max 1,
ξi = sgn 
(m)
(m)
Ei
Ei
Ei

20

(14)
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y obs − HE(m−1) = ∆y ≈ H∆E(m−1)
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In this section, we test the sparse estimation technique in Sect. 3, using synthetic observations. The time-period T over which the ffCO2 emissions are averaged is 8 days.
K = 45, i.e., we estimate emissions over 8 × 45 = 360 days. Ns = 35 towers, which are
a subset of NOAA’s Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL) Global Monitoring Division’s cooperative air sampling network (Tans and Conway, 2005); their locations are
in Ray et al. (2013). These towers provide continuous observations of CO2 concentrations (in parts per million by volume, ppmv), and three-hourly averaged synthetic observations are used here (i.e. Ks = 24/3×8×45 = 2880). We discretize the domain covered
◦
◦
by the MsRF using 1 × 1 grid-cells i.e., M = 6. The number of grid-cells in the entire
domain (the rectangle with the corners (24.5◦ N, 63.5◦ W) and (87.5◦ N, 126.5◦ W)), N,
is 4M = 4096, which is also equal to the number of wavelets that can be defined on
the mesh. The number of wavelets retained in the MsRF, L, is 1031. R denotes the
lower 48 states of the US. They are covered with NR = 816 grid-cells. The number of
grid-cells outside R, NR0 = N − NR = 3280.
The H matrix in Eq. (5) is calculated per the description in Gourdji et al. (2012).
We use the Stochastic Time-Inverted Lagrangian Transport Model (Lin et al., 2003),
with wind fields from the Weather Research & Forecasting model (Skamarock and
Klemp, 2008), version 2.2, driven by 2008 meteorology to compute H. Concentration
sensitivities are calculated at 3 h intervals over a North American grid, at a resolution
◦
◦
of 1 × 1 . The sensitivity of the CO2 concentration at each observation location due to
−1 −2 −1
the flux at each grid-cell is calculated in units of ppmv µmol m s . The sensitivity
of y to the 8 day averaged emissions were obtained from the 3 h sensitivities by simply
adding the 8 × 24/3 = 64 sensitivities that span the 8 day period.
The true ffCO2 emissions in R are obtained, for 2002, from the Vulcan inven◦
◦
tory. Hourly Vulcan fluxes are coarsened from 0.1 resolution to 1 , and averaged
to 8 day periods. These fluxes are multiplied by H to obtain ffCO2 concentrations at
the measurement towers. Observations are generated every 3 h and span a full year.
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Numerical results
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4.1

Comparison of optimization formulations

Discussion Paper

A measurement error  ∼ N(0, σ 2 ) is added to the concentrations to obtain y obs (see
Eq. 5), as used in Eq. (8). The same σ is used for all towers. We use σ = 0.1 ppmv,
representing an idealized scenario that is used here to test the quality of the proposed
numerical method.
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We choose between Approaches A, B and C by solving the inverse problem for the
ffCO2 emission field. The inversion is performed for the emissions F = {f k }, k = 1 . . . K ,
for the entire year. The following parameters are used in the inversion process: 2 =
−5
−4
10 , 3 = 5.0 × 10 , Mcs = 13 500 i.e., 300 random projections for each 8 day period.
The rationale for these values can be found in our previous paper (Ray et al., 2014).
In Fig. 1 we plot the estimated emissions during the 31st 8 day period, as calculated
using Approaches A, B and C. The true emissions are also plotted for reference. Four
quadrants are also plotted for easier comparison and reference. The distribution of
measurement towers is very uneven, with most of the towers being concentrated in the
Northeast quadrant, where we expect the reconstruction to be most accurate. We see
that Approach A (Fig. 1, top right) provides estimates that have large areas in the Northwest (NW) and Southwest (SW) quadrants with moderate levels of ffCO2 emissions. In
contrast, the true emissions (Fig. 1, top left) are mostly empty. Thus we see that the
minimization of ||ζ||1 (alternatively ||w ||1 ) drives the wavelet coefficients to small values,
but not identically to zero. In Fig. 1 (bottom left), Approach B provides estimates that
show much structure in the Eastern quadrants, and the patterns seen in f pr (see Ray
et al., 2014) are reproduced. The reason is as follows. While f pr captures the broad,
coarse scale patterns of ffCO2 emissions, it incurs significant errors at the finer scales.
Equation (9) seeks to rectify the discrepancy between f pr and true emissions using
observations. However, as mentioned in Sect. 3.2, fine-scale wavelets tend to have
large wavelet coefficients and the minimization of ||ζ||1 (alternatively ||∆w ||1 ) removes
them since the constraint ||Υ − Γζ||22 < 2 is not very sensitive to individual wavelets at
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Here, f V ,k are Vulcan emissions averaged over the kth 8 day period and Ek are the
non-negativity enforced emission estimates in the same time period. A positive error
denotes an overestimation by the inverse problem. In Fig. 2 (right) we plot the Pearson
correlation coefficient between the true and reconstructed emissions in R over the
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the fine scale. (See Gerbig et al. (2009) for a discussion on the largely local impact
of a CO2 flux source.) The inability to rectify the fine-scale discrepancies lead to a final ffCO2 estimate that resembles f pr in the finer details. Figure 1 (bottom right) plots
the estimates obtained using Approach C, which uses normalized wavelet coefficients
0
w . The estimates from Approach C show large areas of little or no emissions in the
Western quadrants, similar to the true emissions in the top left figure. In the Eastern
quadrants, the emissions show less spatial structure than the true emissions as well
as those obtained using Approach A.
The quality of the estimate is due to both the MsRF model and the new sparse
reconstruction scheme. The limited observations are sufficient to allow the estimation
of the coarse MsRF wavelets, and in certain areas e.g., the NE quadrant, finer details.
The MsRF model is sufficiently flexible to accommodate the spatial heterogeneity in
detail, but requires a sparse reconstruction method to address the high dimensionality
that such flexibility entails. Further, the multiresolution nature of MsRF model allows
the accurate estimation of coarse scale patterns of ffCO2 emissions i.e., we expect
that aggregate measures of emission quality, such as integrated emissions in R, will
be accurate. It will incur larger errors as the domain of integration is shrunk.
In Fig. 2 (left) we evaluate the accuracy of the reconstruction quantitatively. We integrate the emissions in R to obtain the country-level ffCO2 emissions and compare that
with the emissions from Vulcan. We plot a time-series of errors defined as a percentage
of total, country-level Vulcan emissions
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Having established empirically that Approach A is less accurate than Approach C, we
explain why this is so. We employ coherence metrics for this purpose.
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where σE2 and σf2 are the variances of the true and reconstructed fluxes and
k
V ,k
cov(Z1 , Z2 ) is the covariance between two random variables Z1 and Z2 . It is clear that
Approach B provides the worst reconstructions, with the largest errors and smallest
correlations. Approach C tends to over-predict emissions a little more than Approach
A, but has better spatial correlation with the Vulcan emissions.
In Fig. 3 we see the essential difference between Approach A and C. We plot the
reconstruction error (left) and correlation between true and reconstructed emissions
(right) in the Northeast (NE) and Northwest (NW) quadrants. Errors in the emissions
are represented as a percentage of the total (true) emissions in that quadrant. We see
the Approach C has smaller errors in both the quadrants. It also provides higher correlation in the NW quadrant, which does not have many measurement towers (white
diamonds in Fig. 1). Both the approaches have errors of opposite signs in the quadrants which largely cancel out when errors are assessed over R as a whole, leading
to approximately similar estimation accuracies by both the approaches in Fig. 2. However, the estimates produced by Approach A (without the use of f pr ) show larger spatial variability and error than Approach C. This is because normalization using w (X )
and minimization of ||ζ||1 (alternatively ||w 0 ||1 ) prevents large departures from f pr and
also rectifies the tendency to remove large wavelet coefficients belonging to the finer
wavelets. Approach C therefore provides a formulation that is more accurate and robust
at the quadrant scale, even though both have similar fidelity at the scale of R.
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same duration. We define the Pearson correlation coefficient between Ek and f V ,k as
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Φ contains only the wavelets in W (s) . Note that max(|Ai j |) specifies the mutual coherence and small values of max(|Ai j |) indicate informative measurements. We see that
log10 (|Ai ,j |) may assume continuous (Gaussian and circulant sampling matrices) or discrete (Hadamard, scrambled-block Hadamard and noiselets) distributions, and generally lie between −3 and −1. This provides a range for the level of coherence observed
in theoretical CS analyses.
In Eq. (8), H serves a similar sampling purpose, and the efficiency of sampling de0
pends on the incoherence between H and Φ. We construct a new H by picking the
rows of H corresponding to 2 towers and for the 21st and 22nd 8 day periods. We compute AH0 = H0 Φ, and in Fig. 4, plot the log-transformed magnitudes of the elements of
AH0 . The distributions for the two towers are almost identical. We clearly see that, unlike AΨ , AH0 contains a significant number of elements that are close to 1, and a large
−6
number of elements that are close to 0 (e.g. near 10 ). This is a consequence of the
0
rows of H being approximately aligned to some of the columns of Φ and consequently,
nearly orthogonal to others. The small values in AH0 indicate that the CO2 concentration
prediction y at the two selected towers are insensitive to many of the wavelets i.e., to
many scales and locations, as observed in Sect. 4.1. Further, the coherence µ(H 0 , Φ)
is larger than µ(Ψ, Φ), indicating a sampling efficiency a few orders of magnitude inferior to those achieved in the CS of images. Consequently Approach A, based solely
on sparsity, and identical to the method adopted in CS, would not work well. Thus,
Approach C, which employed both sparsity and f pr , proved superior to Approach A.

Discussion Paper

In compressive sensing, random matrices such as Gaussians, Hadamard, Circulant/Toeplitz or functions such as noiselets (Tsaig and Donoho, 2006; Gan et al., 2008;
Yin et al., 2010; Tuma and Hurley, 2009) serve as Ψ. In Fig. 4, we plot the distribution of log10 (|Ai ,j |), the elements of AΨ = ΨΦ for these “standard” sampling matrices.
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We now address some of the numerical aspects of the solution. In Fig. 5 (top) we plot
y predicted by the reconstructed emissions at 2 towers, BAO and MAP. We see that
the ffCO2 concentrations are well reproduced by the estimated emissions. In Fig. 5
(bottom) we plot the wavelet coefficients obtained by projecting the emissions (both
the true and reconstructed) on the wavelet bases. The wavelet coefficient values have
been subjected to a hyperbolic tangent transformation for ease of plotting. The true
wavelet coefficients with a magnitude above 0.01 are plotted with red symbols. The
true (Vulcan) emissions have a large number of coefficients with small magnitude;
these are usually for small-scale features i.e., have coefficient indices in the right half
of the range (Fig. 5, bottom; red symbols). During sparse reconstruction, these coefficients are set to zero (blue symbols in Fig. 5, bottom). The low-index coefficients,
which represent large structures, are estimated accurately. The explicit separation of
scales is thus leveraged into ignoring unimportant, fine-scale details which are difficult
to inform with data and focusing model-fitting effort on the large scales instead. Sparse
reconstruction achieves this in an automatic, purely data-driven manner, rather than
via a pre-processing, scale-selection step.
Finally, we address the issue of enforcing the FR0 = 0 constraint via random Mcs projections. Naively, the constraint can be enforced for every individual grid-cell, resulting
in NR0 = 3280 linear equations per 8 day period in Eqs. (8) and (11). Considering that
obs
y
= HΦ̃R results in 64 × 35 = 3240 linear equations per 8 day period, we see that
enforcing the constraint is as expensive as computing FR . Instead, we set Mcs  NR0
random projections of FR0 to zero in Eqs. (8) and (11), exploiting the basic efficiencyvia-random-sampling tenet of CS. Since Eq. (11) is solved approximately, and due to
(s)
0
the small number of wavelets in W that span R , the constraint FR0 = 0 is not satisfied exactly. This error varies with Mcs ; a larger Mcs results in a closer realization of the
constraint. Errors in the enforcement of the FR0 = 0 constraint lead to commensurate
errors in FR . Here we check the trade-off between Mcs (computational efficiency) and
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Numerical accuracy and computational efficiency
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||f V ,k ||2

and ηR0 =

||f k,R0 ||2
||f V ,k ||2

for k = 31.

(17)
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In this study, we have developed a sparse reconstruction scheme that could be used
for solving physics-based linear inverse problems. Our method is an extension of
Stagewise Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (Donoho et al., 2012) and borrows many concepts from the compressive sensing (CS) and sparse reconstruction of images (Candes and Wakin, 2008). This scheme is useful for estimating non-stationary fields e.g.,
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Here f k,R and f k,R0 are the emissions over R and R from Step I. f V ,k is the true
(Vulcan) emission field during the same period. These ratios are plotted as a function
of log10 (Mcs ) per 8 day period. We see that 10 projections per 8 day period is too few,
leading to around 20 % errors in f k,R0 (ηR0 ≈ 0.2). Beyond about 100 projections per
8 day period, ηR0 oscillates around 0.1. The corresponding errors in f k,R are about 5 %
(ηR ≈ 1.05). In our study we used 300 random projections for each 8 day period. This
is about 10 % of the 3280 linear constraints that we would have enforced under a naive
implementation of the FR0 = 0 constraint. It also halves the computational cost of Step
I.
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accuracy of the estimated emissions (FR and FR0 ). In practice, this affects only Step I of
the procedure, where an approximation of ffCO2 emissions is calculated; thereafter it is
used as a guess in Step II. However, a good estimate of the emission field accelerates
the second step. The quality of the solution from Step I, quantified as the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the fluxes can be found in Ray et al. (2013, 2014). There
are only a few grid-cells with negative emissions and their magnitudes are small.
In Fig. 6, we plot the impact of Mcs on the reconstruction. We perform sparse reconstruction of the emission field, for the 31st 8 day periods and compute the ratios
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permeability or flux fields, provided their random field model consists of independent
parameters. This is typically achieved by representing the fields in terms of orthogonal
bases, e.g., wavelets or Karhunen–Loève modes, if a prior covariance is available. The
dimensionality of the resultant representation is not an issue; the sparse reconstruction
method estimates only those parameters that are informed by the observations while
setting the rest to zero.
Our new method has three novel characteristics. Firstly, it can impose non-negativity
on the estimated field, without resorting to log-transformations. This retains the linear
nature of the inverse problem and consequently, its computational efficiency. Secondly,
it allows one to estimate geometrically irregular fields while using a random field model
designed for rectangular domains. Thirdly, it allows us to incorporate a prior model of
the field being estimated into the sparse reconstruction procedure. While other modelbased sparse reconstruction methods exist (Baraniuk et al., 2010; He and Carin, 2009;
La and Do, 2005), our method is simple and is seen empirically to recover the correct
solution.
We have demonstrated our method on the estimation of ffCO2 emissions in R, the
lower 48 states of the US. The emissions were modeled in a square domain, with
a 64 × 64 grid, using a recently developed Multiscale Random Field model (Ray et al.,
2014). It uses Haar wavelets and images of lights at night to capture the spatial patterns
of ffCO2 emission fields. The observational data consists of ffCO2 measurements at
a limited set of towers, which are linked to the emission field via a CO2 transport model
(the forward model). We draw parallels between our physics-based inverse problem
and the sparse reconstruction of images in CS, and show that a fundamental CS tenet –
incoherence – holds only approximately. Consequently, such inverse problems may not
bear an accurate solution if they are regularized solely using sparsity. We demonstrate
this in our study and show how incorporation of prior information, in the form of spatial
patterns in images of lights at night, and a prior model of ffCO2 emissions can enable
a solution. We also demonstrate how CS concepts can be used to restrict the estimated
field to an irregular region (in our case, R) with a factor-of-ten less computational effort
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than a naive approach. Finally, we show how non-negativity of ffCO2 emissions can be
imposed using a simple post-processing step.
We also considered bypassing Step I and estimating E (the non-negative ffCO2 emission field) directly using Step II, with E0 initialized using an inventory. We find that the
iterative scheme converges only when E0 is very close to the true results. For example,
initializing using perturbed Vulcan emissions led a converged solution, whereas f pr did
not. Thus Step I is required for robustness and generality. This is particularly relevant
for developing countries where inventories contain larger errors.
Our sparse reconstruction scheme suffers from one serious drawback - it does not
provide uncertainty bounds on the estimated field due to the paucity of data, and/or the
shortcomings of the models. While this can be rectified using a Kalman filter, it does
not provide any mechanism for reducing the dimensionality of the random field model,
should the observational data prove inadequate. This is currently being investigated.
Also, we assumed that there were no emissions outside R; in reality, there are. See our
previous paper (Ray et al., 2014) on how they could be accommodated as boundary
fluxes.
In conjunction with this paper, we are also providing, at our website (Ray, 2013), the
MATLAB® code required to construct the MsRF model for ffCO2 emissions and perform
the inversion using synthetic observations. The website also contains links to the (free)
MATLAB® toolkits that our code depends on, along with a user’ s manual.
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Figure 6. The impact of the number of compressive samples Mcs on the reconstruction of
FR (ηR ) and FR0 (ηR0 ). ηR and ηR0 are plotted on the Y1 and Y2 axes respectively. Results
are plotted for the 31st 8 day period. We see that Mcs > 103 does
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increase in reconstruction quality. Also, Mcs < 10 shows a marked degradation in ηR0 .
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